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WELCOM E TO S TO C KHO L M

Stockholm is becoming
a hub for intelligent healthcare
Sweden’s Greater Stockholm Area is fast becoming a hub for companies
looking to apply AI and ML to the life sciences. Which should come as no
surprise. The healthcare industry and academic sectors already have a long
history of collaborating to put innovative ideas into practice. This is especially
true in areas where AI and ML seems most promising, such as population
biobanks, diagnostics, imaging and drug discovery. A host of start-ups are
therefore already flourishing in the Stockholm ecosystem with its world-ranked
research centres such as the Karolinska, KTH, SciLifeLab Stockholm University
and Uppsala University, in-depth pool of software and engineering talent,
wide range of professional services, strong financial community and supportive
authorities.
Invest Stockholm is the official investment promotion agency of Sweden’s
capital and we provide information and advice for those wanting to establish
a new business in the region, expand an existing one, or identify investment
opportunities. This brochure is designed to give you a snapshot of the current
AI/ML life science scene. We’ve interviewed key opinion leaders and companies
about the use of AI/ML and the benefits of working in Stockholm. You’ll find
they are all extremely positive with common agreement on several points: the
breadth and depth of talent, willingness and ease of testing new ideas in the
healthcare system and availability of investment capital and the general
inspirational buzz of working in what is regarded as one of the world’s hot spots
for tech in general. Several operate in collaborative hubs and co-working spaces
all over the city where life science start-ups rub shoulders with fintech, gaming
and music tech companies.
We hope you are similarly inspired and look forward to helping you become
part of our thriving ecosystem.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially
computer systems.
Machine Learning (ML) is a sub-set of AI in which the system is able to apply reasoning (using rules to reach
approximate or definite conclusions) and self-correction.
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“

The business environment of greater Stockholm
region is flourishing now more than ever
and attracting record levels of inward investment
from around the world. It offers a fantastic
entrepreneurial environment for both start-ups and
established players. The physical infrastructure is
in place – from IT to office space – backed by highly
attractive investment and business support
schemes. And of course, there is the much-envied
quality of life. All of this leads to a genuine spirit
of innovation and open-mindedness which is
increasingly being seen in the cross fertilisation
of ideas between our tech and life science
communities. One result is an exciting new
generation of life science companies leading
the way in the adoption of artificial intelligence
and machine learning which we are delighted to
feature here.”
Staffan Ingvarsson, CEO, Stockholm Business Region

“

We are currently seeing a real surge in the
number of life science companies successfully
adopting AI/ML in the Stockholm region. As you
see from the interviews here, this is driven by
a number of key interrelated factors – a world
leading research base, a diverse talent pool,
government backing and a readily accessible
testing environment. So if you are interested in
the sector, whether to invest, collaborate or set up,
we are here for you.”
Ylva Hultman, Head of Life Science Investment Promotion,
Invest Stockholm

PHOTO: HENRIK TRYGG

Key opinion leaders
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HENRIK G R Ö N BER G |

Professor of Cancer Epidemiology, Karolinska Institutet

Using AI as a tool to assist
in the diagnosis of prostate cancer
Henrik Grönberg has been practising as a medical oncologist since 1989 and
was appointed professor of cancer epidemiology at Karolinska Institutet in
2005. His main research area is prostate cancer genetics and he has authored
over 400 peer-reviewed articles in international scientific journals. Henrik is
currently the project leader of clinical trials in Stockholm involving over a quarter
of a million men, which are aimed at evaluating new cancer diagnostic tests.
He is also leading a team of 35 researchers to develop blood-based prognostic
tests using next generation sequencing.

Grönberg’s work has led to the formation of a spin-off
company ONCOALGORITHM which works with the whole
prostate cancer diagnostics pathway with a focus on AI.
ONCOALGORITHM’s technology allows for automated
prostate cancer image analysis and accelerated treatment
decisions. A partnership has recently been agreed with
Phillips, whose new scanner is like a smart phone which
can interact with the team’s ‘killer app’ for prostate cancer.
ONCOALGORITHM has also been contacted by Microsoft,
who identified their technology as a particularly promising
application of AI in healthcare.

“

Diagnostics is widely seen as one of the most
promising areas for the introduction of AI/ML. My
team carried out a large-scale diagnostics screening
programme for prostate cancer involving 58,000 men
in Stockholm from 2013 to 2015. Prostate biopsies were
taken from 7,500 of those men and all the resulting
slides were digitised. From this study we developed the
Stockholm3 test. Stockholm3 is a blood test to identify
high risk individuals for whom biopsies are required.
Stockholm3 identifies 2x more men with aggressive
prostate cancer while, at the same time, it reduces the
risk of conducting unnecessary prostate biopsies by 50%
compared to current clinical practice with PSA. The test,
which won the European innovators Award in 2017, is
in clinical use in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland
and is currently being rolled-out broadly in Europe.
However, the large study generated a large volume
of tissue samples, and analysis of these biopsies requires
highly skilled uropathologists who are a scarce resource.

That is how the idea for OncoWatch Image, which is
based on AI/ML, came up.
The impetus to start the AI programme came from
PhD students two and a half years ago. We’d already
digitalised the pathology slides and these two young,
talented PhD students suggested using AI to analyse
the slides in order to reduce variability in pathology
assessment. From that moment, they have been working
together with a Finnish engineer. They are using
Google algorithms that are available free of charge.
Sometimes the big software companies can do really
good things.
AI is crucial in developing tools to analyse prostate
pathology biopsies as the process is repeated thousands of times each year in Sweden and millions of
times worldwide. The team is now developing its second
product, OncoWatch Image. OncoWatch Image uses
complex algorithms, allowing tumours to be graded to
show if they are slow growing or fast growing. How you
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Professor of Cancer Epidemiology, Karolinska Institutet

do this depends on the specific pathology of the tumour
and variability of the grading is very large between
different pathologists. This is where the AI/ML tool
comes in: by digitalising the slides it is possible for the
computer to provide more accurate results through supervised learning. Two years on, the computer is already
doing as well as the world’s leading pathologists. The
key knowledge has not been in the AI/ML field but in
designing studies which can be carried out in an efficient
way.

Sweden also has unmatched access to biobank material in central registries. For many healthcare areas, but
particularly for prostate cancer, they have an infrastructure with fantastic access to the world’s best cancer material. In AI, the quality of the base material is key.
Being in Stockholm and being able to receive the
data digitally was crucial. It is likely that Sweden will be
a key player as the field expands, both in developing
and validating such tools. Most of the medical community
is quite open minded about where these could be used.

Initial results show that OncoWatch Image accurately
reports 90% of benign biopsies without misdiagnosing a
single significant cancer and that there is almost perfect
correlation in tumour assessment with expert uropathologists. Pathologists recognise that OncoWatch Image has
high value in reducing the quality of pathology assessments and reducing the time spent on benign slides.
Urologists also agree on the high value of achieving
consistent scored biopsy evaluations.

The future

The team is leading a pan-European study starting later
this year, funded by EIT Health. The study will focus on
the clinical evaluation of a larger data set in up to ten
sites in eight countries and will investigate workflow
issues. Other labs will provide slides and run Onco
Watch Image, and the data will be jointly analysed. If it
can be shown that OncoWatch Image works in different
countries in different conditions, it will be possible to
start using it clinically on a pan-European basis.
We established the spinoff company ONCOALGORITHM last year with the object of revolutionising the
diagnostics chain for prostate cancer. The company is
already providing services for the Stockholm3 blood
test. Another company will probably be created later
this year, including researchers who have been heavily
involved in the development of OncoWatch Image.

Why Stockholm
For investigating prostate cancer, Stockholm is the place
to be. I am privileged to lead a group of 35 researchers
and we have a very close co-operation with healthcare
providers. The 58,000 men study was paid for by the
Stockholm Region. They funded not only the upfront
costs but also the downstream costs, which may have
amounted to around 30 to 40 million euros. That was
tremendously important – without the study we wouldn’t
have been able to evaluate the Stockholm3 tests or to
collect all the biopsy slides that we used for the development of OncoWatch Image.

We plan to have the first version of OncoWatch Image
online at the beginning of next year. It will not initially
be used for clinical decisions, but it will be possible
see OncoWatch Image grading the biopsies alongside
pathologists.
The main issue is that the error rate has to be very
low in the beginning. One leading pathologist who
estimated that he’s wrong 5% to 10% of the time said,
“People will accept that level of error from a human but
they don’t accept if the machine is ever wrong.”
We hope that the system will initially be a decision
support for pathologists. If the approach works better
than what has gone before then it would be hard to
argue against its introduction. However, there is still
uncertainty around regulation, certification and determining where responsibilities lie. Investigation of the
regulatory system will initially focus on the EU where
existing regulations provide a good framework in
which to operate. We aim to have OncoWatch Image
CE-marked during 2020.
The key point is that the team is not only building
a single tool but that the tool is part of a large diagnostic pathway for prostate cancer; going from Stockholm3, using radiology to produce images which are
fed into OncoWatch Image and using next generation
sequencing for men whose cancer has spread. We
currently have a large project investigating future possibilities. All of this is likely to revolutionise the care of
prostate cancer in a much bigger way than they can
envisage at present. It may be that the future lies in
sequencing for prostate cancer from liquid biopsies
from the blood and that AI will be used routinely with
pathologists signing off results.
So we will see significant changes in the very near
future. The two obvious growth areas in medicine are
in pathology and radiology because of the ability to
assess images. We already know that a computer can
analyse an image better than a human eye. Looking
at prostate images is simpler than radiology because
radiology is a grey scale whereas pathology has very
sharp edges and colours”.
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Professor, Department of Information Technology, Uppsala University

Methods development for extracting
relevant data for use in AI/ML
Carolina Wahlby is a professor and program director for Image Analysis and
Human-Computer Interaction at the Department of Information Technology at
Uppsala University. She is also director of the SciLifeLab national facility of
BioImage Informatics and a member of the steering group of AIDA, a Swedish
forum for research and innovation on AI for medical image analysis.

Professor Wahlby’s research is focused on methods
development for extracting scientifically relevant information
from data, primarily coming from large-scale microscopy
experiments. Her work ranges from collaborative projects on
basic science to cancer screening and drug development with
industrial partners. A large proportion of what she and her
team do falls under the AI/ML umbrella.

“

I have an MSc in Biotechnology, did my PhD
in Computerized Image Processing, and a postdoc in
Genetics and Pathology. I subsequently spent 6 years at
the Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT, leading methods
development for image-based drug screening.
I was recruited back to the Uppsala-Stockholm area
as SciLifeLab was launched, and have since continued
my research in the interface between computer science
and life science.
To tell you the truth, in 2013 my colleagues at the Broad
were very sceptical about using methods like deep
convolutional neural networks, and it was one of my PhD
students from India that convinced me of its power. I still
depend very much on my very talented PhD students,
from all over the world, to keep up with the fast develop
ments in the field.

Benefits and limitations of using AI/ML
It has been shown over and over again that AI/ML is
very powerful when it comes to extracting information
from images. Many tasks, such as finding cells or malig-

nancy-associated changes in tissue samples, previously
required advanced parameter tuning and modelling of
size, shape and intensity features. Today, the same tasks
can be solved by simply feeding a network with large
amounts of annotated training data.
In my opinion, the really exciting research today is
not only in trying to reproduce recognition tasks that
humans can do, but in going beyond what we can visually observe. For example, it may be possible to identify
changes in the visually healthy-looking tissue surrounding
tumors. Such changes could correlate with the patient’s
immune response and give valuable hints on suitable
treatment strategies.

Why Stockholm?
The greater Stockholm area is very strong on science
and innovation. Thanks to the large number of start-ups
stemming from academic research, in addition to larger
pharma-companies involved in academic collaborations
across Sweden, there are many possibilities for taking
ideas to fruition.
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Professor, Department of Information Technology, Uppsala University

As an academic researcher you also have the “teacher’s
privilege”, meaning that you as a researcher, rather than
your home university, are the owner of your inventions.
From a purely academic point of view, we also have
access to high-quality scientific data, especially from the
life science area. Quality of data is just as important as
quantity when it comes to successful AI/ML.

The Future
More and more research is focussed on explainable AI.
This includes different approaches for trying to understand the underlying features of successful AI.
If we take image analysis as an example, it may be
possible to understand if a particular shape or colour
of cells is crucial for an AI system to classify a tissue
sample as malignant. These types of methods will help
us understand the robustness, or lack of robustness, of
the networks. It has previously been shown that a blue
sky is a key factor for an AI system to understand that an
image contains a sailing boat – a feature that may reflect

the training data, but may not reflect the true features of
a sailing boat.
I also believe that we have a lot to gain from combining,
for example, deep learning with more ‘classical’ image
analysis approaches. Being smart about how data is
handled, including early decisions on data-interestingness and pre-processing, will enable us to work with
smaller, faster and more robust networks. A deep and
thorough understanding of the input data is crucial, and
the best research will stem from strong collaborations
across disciplines.
I think Sweden, with all its innovative power, can be a
key player in development of such smart approaches,
while others will drive development relying on very large
data sets. Another benefit of working in Sweden is the
open and non-hierarchical work environment, and good
possibilities for work/life balance, and I’m very happy
to see that many of my international PhD students decide
to stay in Sweden after graduation.”
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Board member at Stockholm AI and Manager at Arthur D. Little

Promoting knowledge sharing
of AI/ML around the Stockholm region
Ingrid af Sandeberg serves on the Board of Directors of Stockholm AI,
where she is also responsible for partnerships, and is a management consultant
at Arthur D Little.

“We are a community of some 2,300 data-scientists and
enthusiasts in the Stockholm region that organises events
to enable knowledge-sharing around specific areas in
AI and ML and to enable our members to meet and get to
know like-minded geeks.”

Ingrid is an autodidact in AI. She’s always been interested in the area of data and AI, and “through engaging
with more technically competent friends” ended up as
the COO of a start-up specialising in computer vision
software for perception systems in autonomous cars
and robots. The company uses deep learning and other
AI-algorithmic methods, basically enabling computers to
make sense of a flood of pixels and voxels from sensors.
She explains that through working with a team of
world-class scientists and engineers, she learnt a lot
about the fundamental logic underlying AI, which formed
an invaluable platform for further self-studies.
Ingrid sees her role as less “in the AI sector” than
supporting traditional corporations and organisations
to reap the benefits of AI. This could be understanding
which part of the organisation could benefit from being
more data-driven or identifying opportunities in new
AI-based products, services, solutions, or processes.

“

A key application for AI/ML in the life sciences
is image analysis, for example, identifying irregularities such as cancer or early signs of other conditions.
Other emerging areas, include simulations to predict

chemical/biological compounds that might be useful
for the prevention and cure of diseases, as well as
pattern recognition by cross-fertilising vast amounts of
(even seemingly unrelated) data. The latter can involve
so called unsupervised learning, which means that you
feed an algorithm with a lot of data, in which the algorithm can identify multidimensional patterns and relation
ships. The approach is called unsupervised because
we do not know what patterns we are looking for, and
professionals with domain knowledge are needed to
make sense of the identified patterns. I believe this will
be a very important area of human-machine collaboration, in which the individual physician’s or scientist’s
competence can be greatly amplified (but not replaced)
by AI.
One potential problem in machine learning is,
however, that you normally have a lot of noise in the
data. For example, in self-reported data from patient
surveys or physicians’ journal notes, the noise is unsystematic, meaning that records are not comparable. So
generally, most potential lies in areas were data are not
self-reported (because the noise in the data is systematic) like images, or data on comparably measured
biomarkers like blood pressure, BMI, or temperature.
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Board member at Stockholm AI and Manager at Arthur D. Little

Why Stockholm
Sweden is consistently ranked as one of the most prominent nations in terms of digitalisation, and Stockholm
is consistently ranked in the top three in various smart
city indices – both are indicators of good digital infrastructure, digital maturity, and governmental prioritisation of development of digital technologies. Furthermore,
Sweden and Stockholm stand out in terms of AI-driven
development in quite a few industries such as mobility,
gaming, music and, not the least, life sciences.
In Stockholm we also have KTH, with world-class
research in ‘pure’ AI-research in computer science (like
domain adaptation, transfer learning, interpretability,
etc.) and in fields where AI is applied (e.g. robotics,
intelligent transport systems) – and SciLifeLab, a national
centre for molecular biosciences.
And, of course, we have a quality of life that is
incomparable to many other “tech-hubs” globally, in
terms of closeness to nature, geographical proximity/
good travelling infrastructure, social security system, and
a tradition of valuing work-life-balance relatively highly.
Swedes in general, and in Stockholm in particular,
are highly skilled in English. As a data scientist, you will

undoubtedly find a lot of exciting vocational opportunities, loads of like-minded people, and a great way of
life here.

The future
As AI and ML development is driven by access to data,
we are at a structural disadvantage compared to, for
example, the US and China, as fewer individuals naturally generate smaller amounts of data but also due to
our higher regard for privacy.
Still, we have solid academic institutions, we have a
strong tech sector, and we have heavy industrial forces
driving AI development – both traditional corporations
as well as, for example, Combient and the Wallenberg
family.
We also have initiatives for open and shared data at
least in the Stockholm region that are definitely a step in
the right direction; but we would need this on a national
basis and perhaps with more focus on platforms and
marketplaces for decentralised data sharing. Vinnova’s
strategic innovation programme Drive Sweden is working
on this in the context of mobility data, something that has
gained a lot of interest internationally.”
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Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science, Linköping University

Promoting AI/ML throughout
education and to expert groups
Fredrik Heintz is an associate professor of computer science at Linköping
University and the Director of the Graduate School for the Wallenberg AI,
Autonomous Systems and Software Program (WASP). He is also the President
of the Swedish AI Society and a member of the European Commission
High-Level Expert Group on AI.

Professor Heinz leads several research projects related to
artificial intelligence at the AI Sustainability Center. He is also
very active in education activities both at the university level
and in promoting AI, computer science and computational
thinking in primary, secondary and professional education.

“

The real benefit of AI is that it can be used in
very wide range of applications where there is a need
for a natural language interface or some form of prediction or decision making. Autonomous vehicles is another
major application area.

Why Stockholm?
I think the main advantage of Sweden is a highly
educated and innovative population in a society that
values equality and finding a good balance between
work, family, health and wealth. Swedes are usually
constructive and value competence more than authority.
Stockholm is an impressive tech hub in one of the
most beautiful cities in the world: it has everything.

The Future
We have seen impressive progress in machine learning
the last 10 years. I strongly believe the next major trend
will be to combine data-driven learning methods with

knowledge-driven reasoning methods. It has been shown
that pure data driven natural language systems only can
draw superficial conclusions without any real understanding of the text.
Sweden is in a very good position to be a key player
in the scientific development thanks to the Wallenberg
AI, Autonomous Systems and Software Program (WASP)
which is a 10 year 400 million euros program on basic
research for the benefit of industry funded by the
Wallenberg Foundation, universities and companies. The
goal is to educate at least 300 PhDs in the area which
will be a great asset and will drive future research and
development.
I also think Sweden has a great position to radically
improve the public sector through the use of AI technologies. Swedish industry has a long tradition and history
of pushing technology frontiers.”
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Professor, Intelligent Software Services, KTH Royal Institute of Technology

Collaborating on AI/ML in academia
Professor Magnus Boman is based at the KTH Royal Institure of Technology in
Stockholm and is interested chiefly in AI/ML for the life sciences. He has been
involved in epidemiology for a decade and for the past couple of years has
focussed mainly on mental health.

“I wrote my BSc thesis in 1988/89 on AI and kept one foot in
academia for most of my life. In 2003, I became a professor
at KTH in Intelligent Software Services, and earlier this year I
took up that position full-time.”

“

I teach a course called ‘Learning Machines’ and
have a large number of AI graduate students. At any
point I’m involved with at least half a dozen research
projects with my students and with colleagues at Karolinska, King’s College London, Stockholm University, and
several leading institutions. I will be co-organising two
AI-related events this autumn:
–
The fourth roundtable on mental health and data
science in London – this is a great place for clinicians
and technical people to meet.
–
The 6th RIKEN-KI-SciLifeLab Institute Symposium:
Biomedical Data for Artificial Intelligence – this is
another great meeting point, which will this time take
place in Yokohama.
Perhaps belying other comments about the Swedish
commitment to work-life balance, I also work nights and
weekends on analogue computers (different kinds of
non-von Neumann machines).
AI is likely to be increasingly relevant in decision
support: transparent models of making important decision; self-supervised represenation learning; learning
from large but applying to small data set applications;
slowfood proto-hipster AI.

Why Stockholm?
I also work in the UK and, compared to London, Stockholm is a tiny city with much smaller teams and bubbles
of AI people. On the other hand, the AI community is
pretty globalised, much more so than in most other fields.
Because AI innovation is easy, while good AI innovation
is hard, the world relies on a very small community of
AI rock stars. Most of these people are not attracted to
living in Stockholm for an extended period, but many are
willing to visit and attend events here. This is obviously
important for the sharing of ideas and making the wider
community aware of what is happening in Sweden.
The main advantages are general: Stockholm is politic
ally non-charged, almost neutral. Female researchers
and researchers from other underprivileged groups can
make their way through the system with less effort and bs
than in many other cultures.

The future
Although it’s hard to identify Sweden as a key player
in the field of AI/ML, automation will keep spreading,
and lots of AI-related apps that no one predicted will be
developed.”

PHOTO: HENRIK TRYGG
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BRIGHTER

Building intelligent bridges
to treat and learn from diseases
“Today we are faced with not only rapid growth in chronic diseases such
as diabetes, but also poor patient compliance to treatment. Patients are
struggling to manage their conditions. Which means we are missing the
opportunity to gather valid data and learn and improve,” believes Brighter
CEO Henrik Norström. “Here at Brighter we see building a bridge between
physical and digital data as being essential to improve care. We want to
utilize the health and treatment data generated through our solutions to
improve life for millions of people. AI/ML are key components in being able
to improve care and also reduce the need as we can use the technology to
actually help prevent illnesses.”

“

We believe a combination of AI technology
and valid user-generated health
and treatment data will unlock new
opportunities for everyone in the care
chain – from patients to healthcare
providers and insurance companies.”

“AI/ML will be crucial to identify and predict patient
behaviour and treatment routines facilitating automated
feedback. One of healthcare’s biggest challenges today
is that patients don’t adhere to their recommended treatment, and healthcare staff don’t know what is happening
in between the physical check-ups. This leads to inefficient treatments and increased long-term health complications, as well as increased healthcare expenditure.”

Brighter has developed Actiste Diabetes Management
comprising a device that reduces the number of treatment steps by up to 67% and a digital infrastructure
for smart services, healthcare contacts, consumable
ordering, data management and personal coaching to
stimulate behavioural change and increase treatment
adherence. Commercialisation is underway in the EU,
UAE, Thailand and Indonesia.
“Actiste delivers great value for money, filling the gap
between basic insulin pens and advanced high-tech solutions. At its heart is AI/ML where Brighter holds several
AI patents, e.g. AI-powered monitoring of medical
devices to remotely detect malfunction,” adds Norstrom.

“

We find being in Stockholm inspiring and
have been able to assemble a very tech
savvy team with real entrepreneurial spirit.”

”Stockholm is one of the world’s leading tech hubs and
has been a catalyst for several global success stories. It’s
a region characterized by innovation and ingenuity, well
positioned to drive the future of AI,” enthuses Norström.
“Going forward, we will see a rapid increase of AI
solutions within healthcare as well as in the emergence
of sustainable and smart cities. Swedish society is characterized by a high degree of digitalisation compared
to other countries. IT infrastructure is well developed and
high capacity, providing an important basis for accelerated AI development. However, there are challenges that
must be addressed – such as attracting promising talents
to the region and educating new ones.”
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BYON8

AITOPYA – on call 24/7,
your personal AI physician
At BYON8 Joseph Murad has used artificial intelligence to invent his successor
– a personal AI doctor called AITOPYA. And as a former physician, he has
ensured AITOPYA addresses the main concerns that affected him in his former
role – the amount of time wasted on diagnosis and equal access for all patients
to treatment. “We believe we have created the ultimate AI platform in digital
healthcare contributing to a higher quality of healthcare provision for everyone
– no matter where who or where you are.”

“

During the patient’s everyday life,
the artificial intelligence in the AITOPYA
application can consult them on lifestyle
choices, how to improve their prognosis
and identify warning signs for possible
upcoming diseases monitored by healthcare professionals.

AITOPYA is an app that asks its users unique questions
generated by AI on their device of choice to create a
picture of their health status. The data is then analysed
for AITOPYA to give the user diagnostic suggestions and
selfcare recommendations to treat milder conditions. If
the user needs to see a healthcare professional, they can
connect to a partnering clinic within AITOPYA’s network
and transfer their data to healthcare personnel prior to
consultation.
Healthcare professionals will receive the data before
the consultation. Depending on the level of care, the
patient will either be met and treated digitally by video
or physically at a healthcare establishment.
Following the consultation, the digital journal data
is also saved in the patient’s personal cloud. Patients
can learn more about their health status and their diagnosis, as well as stay engaged in treatment plans in their
AITOPYA application.

In other words, AITOPYA will provide a constant doctor’s
feedback, 24/7,” continues Murad. “Looking ahead,
I think we will see a rapid transformation in clinics
and hospitals with the introduction of systems such as
AITOPYA, where we will be able to automate tedious,
time-consuming processes that exist today and use that
time to improve the quality of care instead. We will see
that AI/ML will be put to the test and the general regulations and standards around AI in healthcare will be
stricter in the future and more responsibility will be put
on the actual software and developer. We are prepared
for that challenge. AITOPYA is creating a great deal
of interest with already in Sweden and as part of our
commitment to improving access and equality in healthcare, Uganda, Kenya and the UAE. However, it is just
the first of many products we are planning under our
umbrella idea of NeoHealth – watch this space!”

“

Sweden has high-quality standards in
clinics, a developed IT infrastructure and
excellent universities leading top research
studies. The environment generates a
progressive attitude towards integrating
technical solutions in healthcare. This allows
us to study and pilot AI/ML solutions in an
open environment in collaboration with
health professionals. In fact, we see Sweden
developing many of the required future
international standards.”
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Unlocking personal health data
value responsibly
“Applying AI and ML with personal health data is of course controversial –
but the potential benefits are almost limitless,” strongly believes Stefan Farestem,
co-founder of CareChain.” Helping to identify early onset of diseases, diagnose
better, finetune medication and analyze large datasets for medical research
are some of the more important ones. However, there are numerous other
applications such as AI powered assistants to assist logging of food intake,
voice input and chatbots.”

CareChain is an e-health startup focussed on unlocking
the value of personal health data:

“

We see AI/ML as a big component of this,
especially when applied in a distributed
mode which avoids collecting sensitive data
to a central point.

We are therefore investigating alternate approaches,
using for example blockchain technology and construct
ing open ecosystems to achieve this.”
Farestem is another example of the growing number
of tech entrepreneurs in Stockholm turning their atten-

tion to health: “I have a mixed entrepreneurial/corporate background; having co-founded several startups but
also spent significant time with big companies focusing
on IT strategy and integration of data and processes.
A few years back I was part of the founding team of
Combient, a joint initiative within the Wallenberg Found
ation sphere, and built their AI group which focused on
applying AI/ML to real industrial problems. Two years
ago, I co-founded CareChain as I’m excited about the
opportunities within personal health data.
”Stockholm has a very healthy and active startup and
investment ecosystem,” continues Farestem. “That com
bined with significant investments from larger companies
and academia in the AI/ML field, such as shown by the
WASP initiative, makes Stockholm and Sweden a very
attractive location for applying AI/ML to real problems
and building new companies. Farestem is also positive
about future: “While most of the core development will
be driven by the large global players, as is the case
now, I believe that Sweden is well positioned to apply
AI/ML to real problems and spawn successful start-ups,
as well positioning our larger companies better for the
future. I also believe that initiatives such as WASP will
contribute to making Sweden academically strong and
feed the local talent pool.”

“

Stockholm is well positioned to apply
AI/ML to real problems and spawn
successful start-ups, as well positioning our
larger companies better for the future.”
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CARTANA

Decoding the brain
“Using AI driven software algorithms for image analysis, particularly for large
images of tissue samples, is literally opening up a whole new world,” enthuses
Malte Kühnemund, CEO of Cartana. “The software learns to recognize the
hundreds of individual cells that comprise a tissue and classify them based on
our CARTANA in situ sequencing (ISS) method. For the first time researchers can
see both the individual cells and how they are spatially related to each other.
This in turn opens the way to better basic understanding of cell to cell inter
actions and pathways and then improved drug targeting in medical research”
groups involved in building the Human Cell Atlas. Thus
the next generation of ISS products will be not only for
CNS, but also oncology and immunology.

“

AI will be a major asset in tissue image
analysis for research and digital pathology.
Cancer pathology is a great example where
AI driven image analysis software will be
an extraordinary support for pathologists in
cancer diagnostics.”

In situ sequencing was developed originally in Mats
Nilsson’s lab at Science for Life Laboratory in Stockholm
and is rapidly becoming a key tool in the growing field
of spatial genomics. Using a single tissue section, ISS
quantitatively measures expression of hundreds of genes
at single-cell resolution without losing morphology and
with high specificity (subcellular resolution, isoforms,
splice variants and mutation identification). The first
application is in neuroscience and CARTANA recently
launched a full-scale ISS service to customers worldwide which is proving a major success. However, ISS
has widespread potential applications and Cartana also
recently announced that it will be used extensively by

“

Within Europe, Sweden is quite near
the front when it comes to ML and AI
development and Stockholm has always
been a strong center of excellence in the IT
and software development.”

“I think the area around Stockholm can become and
establish itself as a strong hub for Biotech AI. I see an
increased need in the clinical sector for automated and
more reliable tissue diagnostics. Already today AI driven
image analysis software outperforms human pathologists
in the recognition and classification of cancer cells in
tissue image,” predicts Kuhemund. “This will increase
over the next 10 years and lead to more reliable and
automated tissue pathology-based cancer diagnostics.”
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DOUBLES TR A ND BI O I NF O R MAT IC S

Personalizing AI/ML unlocks real benefits
“The AI/ML applications our customers approach us with are as diverse as
they are inspiring,” enthuses Erik Fredlund, CEO and Chairman of data science
and bioinformatics consultancy DoubleStrand Bioinformatics. “They range
from AI assisted sequence analysis to pure R&D applications, from process
optimization to personalization via monitoring and wearables. Every day we
are working with AI and ML building data driven solutions for our clients in
the biotech, medtech and pharma fields.”
location: “We have 40+ years’ experience in extracting
value from data, together with in-depth knowledge of
how academic institutions, biotech and pharma companies operate. Stockholm and Sweden have also several
strong advantages when it comes to working in high tech
fields. In general, Swedes are quick to embrace new
technology and are curious, imaginative and driven
when it comes to identifying new applications. This is
shown not least in the entrepreneurial buzz in the Stockholm start-up scene.”

“
Since being founded in 2017, DoubleStrand has
successfully delivered numerous customer solutions
across Europe, including structured analytical environments, and ML and AI-based models. “It is an exciting
and at the same time challenging market. We find many
clients realize the potential of AI/ML to make an immediate impact on their operations and business, but lack
the in-house capabilities and resources needed to design
and implement solutions. Establishing a sufficiently experienced team of data scientists or bioinformaticians is a
challenge for any size of company. Nor have the tools
and technologies required to extract value from large
data sets evolved as rapidly as the capacity to generate
data. Furthermore, even if you can find an outside
consultant, few go beyond the one-size-fits-all toolkit to
offer personalized solutions.”
In addition to the personalized approach, Fredlund
puts DoubleStrand’s success down to people and

The combination of world leading
tech-driven companies with several leading
academic institutions in the direct vicinity
creates a good environment for developing
next generation AI/ML driven solutions
in any industry area.”

Looking forward Fredlund is also optimistic: “Based on
our experience we feel that early adopters will gain a
competitive advantage on their competitors. For instance,
we have already seen several examples of completely
new business applications developed from integrating
AI, ML and data driven logic with existing pipelines.”

“

Clearly, we have only seen the beginning
of the AI/ML revolution. Over the next ten
years technology and business applications
will both evolve and mature and AI/ML
will become an integral part of the vast
majority of industry applications.”
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ELYPTA

Analyzing the wealth of data in blood
for faster cancer diagnosis
“Clinical diagnostics has seen tremendous technological advances – such as
next-generation sequencing – in the last decade that has created a wealth of
new data,” says Karl Bergman CEO of cancer diagnostics company Elypta.
”Typically, however, this data is very complex to generate and standardize.”

“

We see an untapped opportunity for AI/ML
to integrate this data to improve not only
diagnosis but also understanding of human
physiology.”

Elypta has developed the first blood test that looks at
meta
bolic biomarker signature changes in a cancer
patient. Such changes provide a faster way of monitoring response to therapy, as well as early warning of
possible remission. Furthermore, using a simple to draw
blood test or so-called liquid biopsy is far less invasive
and costly than a normal biopsy.
“We primarily use AI/ML in house for R&D. Elypta’s
liquid biopsy test relies on standardized and structured
measurements of biomarker signatures present in a
patient’s blood to report a cancer diagnosis. In addition,
our laboratory routines to determine the measurements
required in the first place are tightly controlled. This
creates a dataset optimally suited for AI/ML. In R&D, ML
algorithms are used to discover and continuously refine
the biomarker signature most accurate for diagnosis.

We also plan to expand the scope of AI at Elypta for real
time monitoring of quality in the laboratory routines,”
says Bergman.
Elypta’s team is a mix of chemical/bio-engineers,
bioinformaticians and software engineers and according
to Bergman one key reason the company’s location:
“Stockholm has access to a combination of talent and
capital like few other cities in Europe. There are excellent universities in the metropolitan area in which AI is
taught or applied (KTH, SU, KI, and UU) and a strong
IT and Tech sector. There is also a wealth of venture
capital investors with a track record in tech investments,
especially AI. As a diagnostics/health-tech company, we
benefit from the excellent life science cluster in the region
and the vibrant emerging digital health sector. It is an
English-speaking city and has attractive social benefits
that help to further attract foreign talent and capital.
“Many cities are betting on AI because every year its
promise to innovate many domains of our everyday life
becomes more of a reality. However, the competition is
fierce. MIT alone announced an investment of $1billion
last year to promote AI research. To realize the benefits
of AI and develop useful applications, access to high
quality data, robust infrastructure and a population of
early adopters to deploy solutions is critical. Sweden
continues to be a pioneer in these domains with quick
adoption of broadband/wireless technologies and structuring of healthcare data in quality registries to name a
few examples. Therefore, I believe Sweden is very likely
to do well in this race.”

“

To realize the benefits of AI and develop
useful applications, access to high quality
data, robust infrastructure and a population
of early adopters to deploy solutions is
critical. Sweden continues to be a pioneer
in these domains with quick adoption of
broadband/wireless technologies and
structuring of healthcare data in quality
registries.”
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GERAS

An intelligent approach to
dementia screening and care
“Over 75% of individuals living with dementia have not received a formal
diagnosis. Furthermore, Pen and Paper-based cognitive assessments are
subjective, slow and out of date,” declares Geras Solutions founder Haza
Newman. “Because of this, we were inspired to develop the Geras Solutions
App that objectively measures cognition via thousands of digital data points,
simplifies follow-up support for patients and professionals and guarantees
access to validated risk reduction methods.”

“Initially, I focused on PR, Comms and business. However, I recently completed a masters at Uppsala University under a program called Digital Media and Society.
I feel these two focuses work well with what we do at
Geras.”

“

AI and Machine Learning are great tools to
improve and build on the established and
standard procedures regarding the testing
and supporting of patients.”

The Geras Solutions app is based on scientifically validated methodologies for reducing and delaying the
onset of dementia and equips the user and caregiver
with knowledge based on the latest research outcomes.
App structure and content is based on the successful
multi-domain intervention developed in Prof. Miia Kivipelto’s FINGER study. Users have their cognitive status
screened with digital versions of gold-standard diagnostic tools This automated and self-reported information is then interpreted by Gera dementia specialists.
The app also has a Risk Reduction function while users
who already have a dementia diagnosis have access
to the practical Geras Support module, which provides
follow-up support via video chat.
Newman is typical of the new generation of healthcare entrepreneurs in Sweden, many of who do not have
a conventional medical background and thus bring fresh
thinking to the area.

“I believe they will provide a straightforward pathway
to concise and precise findings while making specialists work and focus more in an arbitrary way. That is
because they can concentrate on validated results
instead of populating or collecting them and can rapidly
benefit from computational analysis that would take
humans tremendous amounts of time to puzzle together.
Using such tools should improve efficiency and guarantee better results while giving care units more time to
focus on the patient and understanding the root causes
of problems.”

“

Stockholm has a great start-up community,
with plenty of experts nearby at KTH
or Stockholm University who often are
willing to help out or provide guidance.
Besides that, Stockholm itself has excellent
incentives, organisations and programs that
support start-ups such as Stockholm Science
City, EIT Health and Vinnova.”
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LINKURA

Stressed? Let Linus take the strain
“The burden of stress across all age groups is increasingly been recognised
both in the workplace and home. However, there remain few tools to help
medical and occupational health professionals diagnose let alone treat the
problem,” says Anders Tjernvik, Head of Research and Co-Founder of Linkura.
“We are proud to have already developed wearable CE-marked ECG monitors
which provide data for coaches to act upon. Over 1200 individuals have been
helped so far. However, there is a real shortage of such “living” coaches with
their mounting workloads causing stress themselves. So step forward and take
a bow Linus – the world’s first AI stress coach bot. He is not that smart yet,
but we are gradually training him using ML and our extensive ECG database
containing around 2 billion heartbeats to date!”

There are also a lot of public grants supporting these
initiatives in Sweden, as well as experienced investors,”
continues Tjernvik.
Linkura believes the whole area of health provision
is moving from reactive to proactive – and even further
into being mainly supportive. “We very much share
Bill Gates’s opinion from MIT Technology Review (Feb
2019): “I think the brilliant minds of the future will focus
on how we make people happier, create meaningful
connections and help everyone live a fulfilling life”.
“The ecosystem that evolves will centre around large
amounts of physio
logical data and scalable digital
support and based on the patterns revealed between
lifestyle actions, physiological data and outcome. It is
quite obvious how AI/ML will be key in developing these
solutions. This kind of ecosystem will include services
where the individual gets access to and owns advanced
physiological data from their body, but also shares it in
exchange for a stake in digital services offering intelligent support.
Linkura are a spin-off from Linköping University. Founded
by scientists from the Department of Biomedical Engineering, they employ a mix of developers, scientists,
health coaches, sales and marketing people. The board
and owners also include experienced people from occupational health care, business angels and serial tech
entrepreneurs.

“

Stockholm/Sweden must be one of the
best places in the world to get support and
inspiration from experienced health tech
and AI researchers, start-ups and networks.

“

Health is moving from reactive to proactive
and even further into being mainly
supportive. It is quite obvious how AI/ML
will be key in these kinds of solutions.

Support derived from AI trained with community data
yet still incorporating human intelligence, from health
coaches, psychologists, care personnel etc will be import
ant. Here Sweden has great potential in this emerging
field and we already see a lot of companies working in
this direction.”
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LYFEPOND

Pooling and learning from patient data,
experiences and opportunities
The digital health market is already highly fragmented with new app developers
springing up constantly. LyfePond is used in conjuction with another ehealth
platform NetDoktor to bring structure to the sector by creating a communications
hub between patients and the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries,
as well as other stakeholders. LyfePond is part of Bonnier Healthcare, a leading
digital health information provider to both industry, academia and patients in
the Nordics with other high profile brands such as Pro, NHI.no, Netlaakari.fi,
Bonnier Pharma insights, Medibas and Bonnier Academy.
most innovative and supportive people and companies
around. You will also get unique offers on products
and services that can help you to a better life. All your
personal health data can be stored in a patient owned
virtual safe deposit, protected by the highest standards,
behind Mobil BankID and is always available to you.
“AI/ML is central to Bonnier Healthcare in general,
helping patients with diagnoses, finding correct information and compiling real world data. On top of that it
helps with recruitment of patients to patient pools and
clinical trials.”

“
“

Looking ahead, AI/ML’s use in conjunction
with increasing flows of realworld data
will grow and grow and we will see real
benefits in better treatment for patients.”

“We are constantly testing and developing different AI/
ML-tools for these areas to expand our portfolio,” says
Medical Director Johan Järte. “The NetDoktor hub with
a LyfePond is intended to be a one-stop-shop for patients
and dependants. A place where you can connect with
other people in your situation, get professional advice
and read the latest news about your diagnosis from the

Stockholm is a great place for us to be
located – after all the Global Innovation
Index has placed Sweden in its top three
for several years running now!”
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P ROS ILICO

Predicting how drugs will work with AI
“The cost of failure for new drugs runs into billions of dollars annually.
The further down the development chain a candidate drug passes the higher
the cost. Prosilico aims to help pharmaceutical developers predict success or
failure earlier without even entering the lab by using AI and ML to perform
computational in silico rather than traditional laboratory animal and in vitro
ADME/PK testing of potential new compounds,” says CEO Urban Fagerholm
who knows the problem well. An associate professor in pharmacokinetics and
biopharmaceutics, as well as a psychologist, he has worked in drug research
and development at Uppsala University and in the pharmaceutical industry
(AstraZeneca and Prosilico) since 1991.

“Traditional methods used for the prediction of human
ADME/pharmacokinetics which influences the exposure
and dosage regime of candidate drugs are costly, time
consuming and associated with extremely large prediction errors, not to mention having limited ranges of application. Poorly predicted drug candidates also carry a
safety risk if they enter human clinical trials.”

“

AI and ML helps us build valid and reliable
prediction methods that can be used already
at the design stage. I see applications based
on AI/ML such as the Prosilico platform
continuously start to replace comparable
lab experiments.”

Prosilico offers a new unique in-silico prediction methodology for human ADME/PK that outperforms lab
methods and other computational tools for both accu-

racy and range. Developed from over 15 years of
mining a unique databank and incorporating powerful
proprietary algorithms, the Prosilico methodology is
also available as a user-friendly web- and intranet-
based service – the Human Clinical ADME/PK-Studio
– on a subscription basis. The software has users among
small to medium sized biotechs, universities and major
international pharmaceutical companies on four continents.
“We have also successfully conducted several
blind
ed external validations with large international
companies,” continues Fagerholm. “This gives us the
confidence to expand our operations internationally
over the next few years. Being in Sweden with its strong
pharmaceutical heritage and growing biotech sector
has provided us with a good environment to grow
initially and importantly access to skilled individuals. In
general, we will probably see more and more AI/ML
implemented here, not least since some computational
tools outperform conventional methods in accuracy and
range (as our methods do according to extensive validations and benchmarking). Sweden appears to be a key
player, and I believe that we will continue to be one of
them. It is, however, difficult for me to predict how the
field itself will develop since it depends on factors such
as data availability and method development.”

“

Being in Stockholm gives us access to
a large number of individuals with
relevant skills and experience from the
pharmaceutical, engineering and IT sectors
and thus enables us to build our business.”
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Q INEM ATIC

Learning the slightest slips
in body language
Everybody moves in a different way, with myriad of subtle differences on top
of obvious ones. Which has led to even highly experienced health professionals
still relying on subjective and information poor movement assessments,“
reveals Glen Bilby, CEO of Qinematic, who has a background himself in
human movement science and physiotherapy. “To address this, we’ve developed
Qinematic Movement Lab, which uses a 3D camera to capture and machine
learning to analyse human movement for the assessment of posture, movement
and balance. To this we are adding decision support and eventually predictive
analytics for movement related disorders.”

“

AI/ML is ideal for the measurement and
analysis of human performance data in
many areas within and across populations
of people. That includes everyday tasks
at home, nursing homes, work, school,
recreation and sport.

Some applications will be for performance enhancement, and some will be for prevention of injury and
disease,” continues Bilby.

Qunematic stands for q-uick-k-inematics (the science of
movement). The first step in the Qinematic Movement
Lab is a posture scan using a 3D camera and motion
sensor set-up which digitalises a series of movements –
balancing, bending and squats – designed to capture
the foundations of everyday human movement. Posture
Scan also collects metadata including gender, age,
discomfort, history of falling and dominant side.
Consultants can then download the scan from the
cloud either in presence of the client or remotely and
give personalised analysis and advice. A simple to use
Qinematic Note web app is also under development to
enable summary reports to be viewed anywhere on a
mobile device.

“

Sweden has been an excellent incubator for
us – generally, it has good IT infrastructure
and consumers are educated enough
about the opportunities from data flow
to have an intelligent discussion about
the pros and cons of AI. We have seen
impressive progress in banking, personal
identification, government administration,
and telecommunications.

Stockholm is buzzing with discussions and frequent
meetups about digital health, making it an exciting city
to build a digital health company like Qinematic.
A small country like Sweden will punch above its
weight in digital health excellence when public health
aligns itself with the demands of rising star start-ups and
researchers. We need to incubate our ideas on home turf
before becoming a commercial success abroad. AI and
ML are given permission to shine when health technology
consumers are prepared to pay for a service and show
the value creation during the development process. In
this case, amazing things can happen in Sweden within
10 years – a lifetime in a technically advanced society
such as Sweden.”
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